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1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
A function <p(x) is said to be «-times monotonic (or monotonic of order n) on 
an interval / if 
(1.1) (~ l)1 q>(i)(x) ^ 0 / = 0, 1, 2,. . . , n; xel. 
For such a function we write <p(x) e Mn(T) or <p(x) e Jtn(a, b) in case that / is an open 
interval (a9b). In case the strict inequality holds throughout (1.1) we write <p(x)€ 
€ JiX(l) or q>(x) e M*(a9 b). We say that <p(x) is completely monotonic on / if (1.1) 
holds forn = oo. 
A sequence {/**}*»i, denoted simply by {fik}9 is said to be n-times monotonic if 
(1.2) ( - iy A% £ 0 / = 0, 1, 2,. . . , n; k = 0,1, 2,.. . 
Here A\ik = #*+1 - \ik; A
2nk == A(Ank) etc. For such a sequence we write {fik} e Jfm. 
In case that strict inequality holds throughout (1.2) we write {nk}eJf*. {iik} is 
called completely monotonic if (1.2) holds for n = oo. 
As usual, we write [a, b) to denote the interval {x \ a <* x < b}. <p(x) e Cn(I) 
means that <p(x) has continuous derivatives of the «-th order. 
Ac[<K*)] denotes the first derivative \r . 
2. NEW BASIC RESULTS 
Consider an equation 
(2.1) tg(x) / ] ' + f(x) y = 0 g(x) > 0, 
with f(x) and g(x) continuous, g(x) > 0 for a < x < oo. The change of variable 
(2.2) { = f **"' ftx) > 0, *(x) 6 C2(a, oo), 
a g(w)^ (W) 
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where the integral is assumed convergent, transforms (2.1) into 
(2.3) i!l + ^ ) . , = 0) 
d£2 
where n ( 0 = - ^ - and 9 « ) = [(g(x) fto)' + f(x)^(*)] ^
3U) g(x) (see [5] 
p. 597). • • 
The first theorem is a generalization of ([2] Theorem 3.1). 
Theorem 2.1. Let y(x), z(x) be solutions o/(2.1) on (a, oo) where 
0 < lim [(g(x) i>'(*))' + / « *<*)] ij,\x) g(x) g oo 
for some function \//(x) > 0, \//(x) e C2(a, oo) and suppose that z(x) has consecutive 
zeros at xt,x2, on [a, oo). Suppose also that g(x) \l/
2(x), Dx{[(g\l/')' +ffi] \j/
3g} and 
W(x) are positive and belong to Jt„(a, oo) for some n ^ 0. Then, for fixed k > — 1 
Remark 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, if g(x) if/2+x(x)e JtH(af oo), 
we can write 
(2.5) CilW(x)\y(x)\x6x}eJft 
xk 
because (2.4) is still valid when W(x) is replaced by W(x) g(x) \l/2+A(x)9 since this 
last function belongs to Jin(a, oo). 
Proof: For n ^ 1, g(x) \l/2(x) is non-increasing. Hence, the mapping (2.2) takes 
the interval (a, oo) into the {-interval (0, oo). By hypothesis, 0 < 9(00) 3* oo, since 
9(0 — LXl^')' + /VO ^3£- This shows (in case n ̂  1) that z(x) does indeed have 
an infinite sequence of zeros on [a, oo). Using the change of variable (2.2) we get 
Xk+l 1 I v(x} I* £k+l 
xk , g(*)w (*) I ̂
w I & .. 
where { i , { 2 f «
 a r e ^ e zeros of C(0 corresponding, respectively, to the zeros 
xt,x2,... of z(x). (Here {(£) =
 Z * 1. In case n ̂  2 and Xi > a, the present 
theorem will follow from ([1] Theorem 3.3) as applied to the equation (2.3) provided 
we show that 
(2.6) »'(©><>, ?'(€)€ ^.(O-oo). 
and that 
(2.7) *F[x«)] > 0, Wlx(01 e ^ ( 0 , oo). 
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NOW, <p'(o - Djiifan* +m **gi xxo - g+2Dji((g+y +m *yj > o. But, 
#^2 e ^w(a, oo) so that a slight modification of ([1] Lemma 2.2) [in which p'(x) £ 0 
replaces />'(*) < 0 and ^ replaces > in (2.7)] implies that x'(0 € Jtn(0, oo). Hence, 
in view of ([1] Lemma 2.1) our hypotheses on *V(x) show that W[x(£)] e Jfm(0$ oo) 
and (2.7) holds. Since DjjpQOI* considered as a function of x, belongs to JKm(Of oo) 
and x'(0 e M„(0, oo), ([1] Lemma 2.1) shows that Dji<p(01 e JKn(09 oo). Hence, (2.6) 
holds and the proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete, in case n g£ 2 and Xt > a. 
In case w = 0, n = 1 and x t = a the proof is done in the same way as that of 
([2] Theorem 3.1). 
In case x t = a the function W(x) must be chosen in such a way that the integrals 
occuring in the statement of the theorem exist. 
Remark 2. ([2] Theorem 3.1) can be easily obtained from Theorem 2.1 (in the 
present paper) if we choose ij/(x) = 1. 
Example 1. Bessel function y = Cv(x) satisfies the differential equation 
(2.8) (xy')' + ( x 2 - v 2 ) i y = 0, xe(0, oo). 
This equation does not fulfil hypotheses of ([2] Theorem 3.1). 
Choose ^(x) = l/>/x and find out whether the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are 
satisfied: 
v2 - 1/4 
Hence 
g(x) = x(>0); gť = lєuГ.CÄ oo); ç>(í) - 1 
x 
v2 — 1/4 
rfoo) - 1, DJXO] - 2 A/ 6 Jtjß9 oo) if M £ 1/2. 
X 
Result (2.8) fulfils hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 for | v | ^ 1/2 and n = oo. 
Example 2. Consider a differential equation 
(2.9) (xyj + (ex4 - •£ - ~^7J>> = 0, c > 0, k > 0, a > - 2 . 
This equation does not fulfil hypotheses of ([2] Theorem 3.1) as well. 
Choose \jt(x) = l/xa, a ^ 0. By easy calculus we find out that 
a ^ fe c 1 
9(0 = — I T - + 
x™ x 4 " - 5 x « - 3 + 4 л 
If 4a - 5 = 0, hence a = 5/4 and i/t(x) = x - 5 / 4 . Then 
,., 25/16 -k 1 . , , „ 
<p({) = —!-— + c - ------- =* p(oo) = c(> 0) 
x s X" * 
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and ,. ( { ).ІÍ!ĽLЖ + ( „ + 2) ' «+3 
If k £ 25/16 then <p'(Z) e JfJO, oo). 







, 3 /2 + Ao 
If 3/2 + A/4 £ 0 => A £ - 6, then ^ 2 + A e J? JO, oo). 
Result. (2.9) fulfils the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 and Remark 1 if k 2> 25/16. 
The following theorem is a generalization of ([2] Theorem 3.2). 
Theorem 2.2. Let y(x)9 z(x) be solutions of (2.1) on (a9 oo) where f(x) > 0, iff > 0, 
AcWWO' +m *3*] > 0 <md where g(x) ^2(x) and Dx[((^') ' +/V0 <A
3£] Aefo-V 
fa ^ ( a , ao) for some n = 2. Lef I A, ̂  J hat?e consecutive zeros x'l9 x'29 ... on [a, oo). 
Let JV(x) > 0, W(x)eHn„2(a9 oo). 
7%en, /or ,/?*«?</ A > - 1 , 
(Vłc+i 1 
I x k g(x) ^(x) 
(y'Ф-yФ')yJg 
A(gф')+м)Ф3 
dxj єлľ, я - 2 -
Proof. The change of variable (2.2) yields, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 
S Пx) 




where £i9 £2,... are the zeros of £(£) = (z'\J/ — z^')g corresponding to the zeros 
x[9 x29... of (4~Y Now, q>'(0 = DMg^Y + m *
3*] ̂ 2 > 0 for 0 < « < 
< oo and, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, (2.6) and (2.7) hold with n replaced by 
n — 2. The theorem follows on applying ({1} Theorem 3.4) to solutions of the 
equation (2.3). (We require an extended form of ([1] Theorem 3.4) in which a possible 
end-point zero and the cases n = 2, 3 are included. This can be established in much 
the same way as was the extension of ([1] Theorem 3.3)). 
The existence of an infinite sequence of zeros is a consequence of the hypothesis 
on/(*) and g(x). 
Remark 3. ([2] Theorem 3.2) can be obtained from Theorem 2.2 if we choose 
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3. THE CASE A-> ~ l 
([1] Lemma 8.1): Suppose that u(x) is defined over the closed interval [a, ft], 
that it vanishes only for x = xk and changes sign at x = xk9 a < xk < b, that u'(x 
and u'(x) q(x) are Lebesgue integrable over [a, ft], that q'(x) is Lebesgue integrable 
over [xfc — 8, xk -f <5] for some 5 > 0. Then 
6 
(3.1) lim J iiq(x) u'(x) | u(x) | M " 1 dx « 2$(xk) sgn w(b). 
jii-*0+ a 
([1] Lemma 8.1) leads directly to the construction of new higher monotonic 
sequences. However, it is convenient to modify slightly our earlier notation. Through­
out this section we shall take Mk(W, X) to be 
Ьч 





åx Л> ~l,fc-= 1,2, ... 
where d , £2, •••
 a r e consecutive zeros (in the open interval /) of a solution z(x) 
of (2.1) linearly independent of y(x). The consecutive zeros of y(x) in /are xJf x2 , . . . 
with Ci < *i < £2-
Lemma 3.1. Let Mk(W, X) l?e defined by (3.2) and let W'(x) be integrable on (a, b). 
Then 
woo (3.3) lim (1 + X)Mк(W,Å) = 2 
= 2 W(xk) 




a = C*5 6 = C k + 1. To establish the existence of 5 > 0 such that #'(x) is integrable 
over [xk - 8, xk + $], it is sufficient to note the existence of 8 > 0 such that 
g(y'ij/ — y\f/') ^ 0 in this closed interval. This is obvious, because g(y't^ — j> '̂) is 
continuous in [£*, £fc+1] c -f, g(x) > 0, ^(x) > 0 on J, y(xk) = 0, so that 
g(xk) [/(**) \js(xk) - j(xk) \ii'(xk)] == g(x*) /(x*) *Kxfc) # 0, since the derivative of 
a non-trivial solution of (2.1) cannot vanish at interior zeros of solution. 
The difference operator being a finite linear combination, Lemma 3.1 implies 
the following result. 
Theorem 3.1. If(~ \)n AnMk(W, X) £ 0, n » 0,1, 2, . . . , N; k « 1,2,..., wAer<? M* 
& defined by (3.2), wi/A JV'(x) integrable and W(x) ^ 0, then 
(3.4) (~l)"z1"([ J ^ f ^ II fc 0 ii-1,2, ...,N; k - 1,2,... 
II g(*^(x*)y(**)IJ 
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If the factor (— 1)" is deleted from the hypothesis, then (3.4) holds with the same 
deletion. In particular, the hypothesis holds [and with it (3.4)] e.g. if the hypotheses 
of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. 
Remark 4. It should be noted that strengthening the hypothesis by replacing 
"J> 0" by " > 0" does not appear to permit, in general, a corresponding strengthening 
of the conclusion (3.4), due to the limit process. However, this improvement can be 
made for the case of complete monotonicity as follows. 
Theorem 3.2. If the differential equation (2.1) is oscillatory on (a, oo), 
Dxl((gik'Y + /VO ty*g] is continuous and non-negative, W(x) > 0, W(x) = 0, 
0 < x < oo and if ( - 1)" AnMk = 0, (k, n = 1, 2,...), then 
(3.5) (--T-WI ^ ^ II > 0 n, k = 1, 2, ... 
II g(Xk)$(Xk)yX*k) IJ 
unless ((gty'Y + /VO ^3g is constant. 
In particular, if the hypotheses of Theorem 2A are satisfied, then (3.5) holds, 
provided (Gr^T + /VO $*g is not constant. 
Proof. To prove this theorem, it suffices to show that its hypotheses, a strengthen­
ing of those of Theorem 3.1, imply that equality can never occur in (3.4) when N = oo. 
Now we use a modify form (for our case) of result of [3] which says: if there should 






for all k = 2, 3,... Clearly, g(x) > 0, \j/ > 0 for all xsl, y'(xk) and y'(xk+l) are of 
opposite signs (k = 1,2,...) while W(x) > 0, so that the above equality is reduced to 
(3.6) ? ™ 5^±1> , fc.2,3.... 
g(xk)Hxk)y'(xk) g(xk+2)Hxk+2)y'(xk+2) 
It remains to show that the equality (3.6) implies, in the light of our assumptions, 
that l(g^')' + fift] tyzg is constant. This follows from a formula of Wiman ([6] p. 125) 
which states, in our notation, 
lg(xk+2)>i>(Xk+2)y(xk+2)T - [gixj+otiyocdi
1 = 
=T[-^fJ^{[(^')' +#] *3g} dx. 
The left member cannot be positive, in view of (3.6), since W(x) is positive and 
non-increasing. But the right member cannot be negative, since -D»{[(WO' + 
+ / # ] i*2g} ^ 0. Hence, they must both be zero. Therefore Dx{[(g^J + / £ J $*g} = 
- 0 xk < x < xk+2. Thus, the function ((g$'Y +/V0 $*g is a constant. 
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Remark 5. Under certain circumstances equality can be deleted from (3.4) when N 
is finite. It has been shown [4] that if equality occurs in (3.4) for some pair of indices 
nf k9 where n ^ N — 1, k -= 1,2,..., then in our notation, 
W(xk) 
g(xk)$(xk)y'(xk) 
is eventually constant, i.e. constant for all sufficiently large k. This implies that 
W(xk) _ W(xk+2m) 
g(*k) $(Xk) y'(Xk) g(** + 2m) $(xk + 2m) / ( * * + 2m) 
for a fixed such k and all m =-= 1,2,... A knowledge of the asymptotics of the situa­
tion will often show this to be impossible. This would imply strict inequality in (3.4) 
except possibly for n = N. 
Example 3. The differential equation (2.8) satisfies hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 
for | v | ^ 1/2 with if/ = l/y/x. Hence, there holds 
(_1 )-,J_^L_|> 0 ) 
I JcykC'v(cvk) J 
where c v l > c.,2,... are consecutive zeros of Cv(x). 
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